BIBLICAL, MYTHICAL,
AND FOREIGN WOMEN
I N THE TEXTS A N D PICTURES
O N MEDIEVAL WORLD MAPS

INTRODUCTION

On the mappamundi of Hereford Cathedral, which dates back to the late thirteenth
century, Richard of Holdingham or Sleaford, who is thought to have designed the map,
porrt.ayed several women who rarely receive attention.' These figures can be classified
as belonging to one of three types of femininity: biblical, mythical, or foreign women.
three categories manifest themselves on the map in several single figures. The first
type, biblical women, js most notably embodied i
n Eve, who succumbed together with
Adam to t h e snakeastemptation in Paradise before both were driven out of Eden by the
angel with the flaming sword (figs xa, x b). Another biblical motif is obvious in the story
about Lot's wife, who, while fleeing, looked back at the destroyed cities of Sodom
and Gomorsah on the shores of the Dead Sea and was turned into a pillar ofsalt.' T h e
second type, mythical women, is exemplified on the map by a mermaid west of the
Greek island of Naxos (fig,z).Others include a sphinx -withfeathers, a snake's tail, and
a girl's head, shown close to the Nile, and the explicitly drawn Blemmyes, depicted with
penis and vulva on the outermost edge of Africa? The third type of lemininity on the
map comprises the women who violate European noms of behaviour. Among them are
he dominant women in India who are shown in the Far East below Parahse, as it were
at the end ofthe world (fig. 3). The women ofthe Psglli on the southern rim of Africa,
whose husbands test their faithfulness by exposing the new-born children to snake,
also belong to this
Pictures of feminine figures and corresponding texts appear not only in the Hereford
map but also in sweral other ma~paemundifrom the late tenth to the mid-fifceed
century. As the intention of the maps was encyclopaedic, castogaphers nwessatily
included female figures in b e symbolic and wel[-structured divine order. This involved
transferring into the compIex and interlaced m e d i m of the map a deliberate selection
of female characters as they are described in the Bible, in myths, and in travel reporfi.
Certainly the ri&ea and most varied source was the accounts of voyages to East. Asia
for
describe love and birth rituals, marriage and funeral ceremonies, in an
entertainingway. The authors of these accounrs, who were usually male, also described
women rulefs, polygamy, and t h e treatment of widows, as well as c o u n t i n g on
prostitution, jewellery, clothing, and virginity.' BUGas might be q m e d , the first

Fig. Ea. Left: Expulsion from Paradise on the
Hereford map.
Fig. rh. Aboce: Expulsion from Paradise on the
Hereford map, redrawn.
Fig. 2. Below left:Mermaid in the Mediterranean
on the Hereford map.
Fig. 3. Below ts~ht:Woman in India on the
Hereford map.
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porrtayals of women On world maps were the pictures of Eve in Paradise on several
copies of the mppamundi by Beams of Liibana, from the tenth century to the early
thirteenth. As a next step the authors then began to insert into their maps the lands
ruled by female, in the fist instance the lands of the Amazons. These a p p e r for
instance in the hemispheric map of Lambert: of Saint-Omer at Wolfenbiirtel, drawn in
xx8o with great attention to detail, in rhe map which .was drawn in the lafi melfch or
early thirteenth century in a manuscript kept at Sawley Abbey and which has been
wrongly attributed to Hemy of Maim, and in the London. Psalter map rhat was
presumably drawn after 2282.6 Again, the regional maps by Matthew Paris, chronicleq
artist, and cartographer of the mid-thirteenth century, include m about women as
well as a picture of Lot's wife.?
Greater variety of women on maps did not appear until. the later Middle Ages - on
the Hereford map of about 1300 and on the Ebstorf world map, drawn probably
towards the end of the thirteenth century, which measured an amazing 3 5 8 x 3 56 cm.'
Later maps often tell us about women in a very detailed and individual manner; among
them two fourteenth-centuryworld maps which we shaU look at later: the individuaily
shaped versions of the m a p by Ranulf Higden, who died in rj63,9 and the richly
embellished Catalan Atlas drawn in Majorca around 1375 that we know only from the
lavish copy made for King Charles V of France.""
Maps including motifs from the female world conrinued to be drawn in the fkteenth
century. ExampJes are the Borgia map of around ~ 4 3 0 engraved
,
on metal with niello,
the world map of 1448 by Andreas Walspergeq a Benedictine monk horn Salzburg,
which he drew in Arabic style with south at the top, and the almond-shaped Genoese
mappamundi of 1457," The way cartographers dealt with material concerning women
changed distinctively in the course of time and, in particular, pictures of women at fmt
increased in number but later disappeared almost completely. But even then, short
textual references to female ~eculiarititiesor female spheres of influence enlivened the
maps. We see this already in the world map by Fra Mauro, a CarnaIdulian monk from
Venice, which was finished in 1459 and sent to the Portuguese court but which we
know only from a Venetian copy; its size of r96 x x93 m made it possible to include
many extensive legends.'"
This summary gives no more than an outline of rhe appearances of women on
medieval world maps. Many maps have little text and Iew illustrations,and here WC
often find pictures ofpeople who are neither men nor women but simply sexless human
beings.x3Maps of this kind come from all periods of the ~ i d d l Ages;
e
among them are
h e rectangular world map by Cosmas Indicopleustes, the numerous diagramma~c
Sallust maps, the two regionaI Jerorne maps, the several Macrobius zonal maps, the
unconventJona1map in a manuscript at Albi of a geographic text by Orosius, and finally
the Europe-centredrectangular Cotton map, notable for its wealth of detail. Even many
ofthe world maps dating from the twelfth to the fourteenth century show no womandominated areas. Among these are the colourful Guido of Pisa map of XIx8, the simple
T-0 drawing in WiIliam of Tripoli's work from 1273, the picturesque map at the
Bibliothique Sainte-Gnevikve in Paris that dates from between 1364and 1372,and the
richly coloured sketches in the chronicle by the Franciscan Jehames Uhensis, which
was written in 1344.A lack of attention to women aho characterized many ponolaa
cham drawn in Italy between the productions of Pietso Vesconte (around 1320)and

Andrea Bianco (1436)~
although this t y p e of map, produced for practical reasons, was
not necessarily biased against female figures and concepts in general.
Looking at these maps and their perceptions of the world, it becomes dear that
women, much like men, appear on medieval mappaemundi in three different roles: as
characters from the Bible or from Christian history; as mythical, historical, or pseudohistorical individuals; or as foreign people who differ from European norms of
behaviour, We shall look in detail at these different roles of women in the pictures and
texts on maps between the tenth century and the meenth, not to develop a comprehensive theory of differences In perception or in behaviour towards gender - for this,
descriptive travel. accounts would be much more suitable. AU the same, world maps are
part of the reception of these accounts, They are the pictorial expression of a perception
of gender roles that was developed by male European observers and was now applied
to foreign women in worlds that were difficult to reach and difficult to comprehend.
The aim of this article is thus to analyse with the help of examples the traditions of
the genre and the strategies of presentation used in medieval maps; it will examine the
variety of cartographic representation of the way women were perceived and, finally,
comment on the various strategies used in maps - a highly selective and tradition-based
medium - to purvey information about foreign women in the high and late Middle
Ages. In a11this, the many variations, combinations, and permutations of approach and
method can only be hinted at; the survey does not daim to be comprehensive.
FEMALE CHARACTERS PROM T H E BIBLE
O R PROM CHRISTIAN HISTORY

The Bible and Christian traditions contribute less to our theme than we might expect,
Often only Paradise is shown from these sources. Arguably the most characteristic
feature of medieval rnappaemundi, Paradise in the high Middle Ages was inextricably
linked with Adarn and with Eve, the first woman in history, who with her fall from
grace introduced sexuality and death into the.world. The picture of Eve next to Adam
and the serpent that is coiled around the tree of knowledge had already appeared in
many of the fifteen more or less divergent versions of the world map by Beam af
Liibana. All but one are in copies of his commentary on the Apocalypse, where they
generally occupy a full opening.14Paradise in these Beams maps is represented in two
different ways, either with figures showing Adam and Eve as the archetypal human
beings, or else more abstractly, showing the four rivers of Paradise.
The firstrype emphasizes Paradise, with the first human couple and a fig or apple
with the serpent coiled around its trunk. It shows us the Garden of Eden as the scene
of the creation of mankind and the later expulsion, thus epitomizing the beginning ?f
history and of fife on Earth. In the so-called Maius Beatus, one of the oldest of these
manuscripts, produced apparently in g 6%or earlier; ~ v stands
e
at Adam's left and both
are using a large fig leaf to cover themselves." This scene is immediately after the faU
fromgran and before the expulsion from Paradise: hesmpent is still winding around
the stylized fruit-tree next to Eve. We see a similar arrangement in the early COPY from
Valladolid in about 970: only the additional tree next: to Adam is missing,'6 It can be
found also in the uncoloured sketch from Seu d9UrgelIthat dates from the last quarter
of the tenth century, where Paradise, drawn as a
with the serpent coiling
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Ftg. 4. Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden on the Silos Beatus map.
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around an imaginary tree, was moved closer towards Africa." The Maius tradition
continued in the Facundus Beatus of 1047;here the right half of the map is dominated
by an enlarged Paradise and by Eve and Adam, whose ribs are distinctively emphas~zed.
The scene shows the fall from grace, and, intensified by a conspicuous snake's head nem
to Eve's, points to the imminent expulsion they have to face through their own fault.'"
Even the much later Silos Reatus map in London, which was not finished before r Top,
presents this picture of the first couple nexr to a tree with the serpent, its posture
suggesting that it lured Eve into temptalrion (fig.41.''

The painstakingly detailed oval world map from Saint-Sever that was drawn between
xoz8 and 1072is the only Beatus map that really shows Eve's sin h Paradise." Here
Eve, portrayed as a blonde long-haired seductress, unmistakably in the moment before
eating the apple, is picking it off h e tree with the serpent, while Adam rests in a state
of innocence still without a fig leaf. This ourstanding representation of Paradise is
attributed to Stephanus Garsia Placidus, h e principal illustrator of the manuscript;
he was the head and chief artist of the much-respected workshop and evidently was
responsible for drafting the most important parts of the world map."
In a few versions of the Beams map Paradise was reduced to Adam and Eve with
the serpent climbing its right bordm The earliest example is in a manuscript of 975 at
Gerona." Others are a map at Turin drawn in the eleventh or early melfth century and
the strikingly colourful map in a manuscript from Manchester dating from the second
half of the twelfth century, in which Eve changed piaces with Adam and thus has oddly
moved away from the serpent."' This change of place can be explained only by
assuming that the mapmaker either had a different conception of the world or had
simply used as a model some other source that placed Adam, and thus also Eve, in &is
different position. Howeve5 it reappeared in the Arroyo Beatus map, which was drawn
in the first half of the thirteenth century, the latest of these maps." In this overdecorated map the tree with the serpent was moved so far to the right that it lies quite
outside the Garden of Eden. Adam, who is covering his genitals, is pointing at the
guilty Eve who, with a leaf concealing her pudenda, reacts with a defensive gesture. The
sinfulness ofEve as the representative of all womankind was emphasized in a new way,
and this new concept of accusing Eve conformed to the h g e d way of thought of
peopIe at that time.In this context it would be interesting to see how far cartographers,
in representing oher female characters horn the Bible and Christian tradition, adopted
theologians' increasingly polarized views of women as either sinners or virgin saints.
The world map in the Las Huelgas manuscript, completed only in rzzo, might point
h e same way because of the couple's moving gestures, though here the tree with the
serpent stands between Adam and Eve.'l It is only in this last manuscript that we find
this concept in the Beatus tradition, but it is nor uncommon in other representations of
Paradise in the high Middle Ages.
Only three Beatus maps lack the personal element in rheir representation of the
beginnings of human history,showing only the singe source from which the four rivers
flow from Paradise to the four parts of the world.'6 This emphasizes the Creation and
the world's origin in God instead of human or, rather, female disobedience. The Garden
of Eden is portrayed with its four rivers both on the artistically decorated Osma map
of zo86, and on the Oiia map at Milan, which dates from the end of the twelfth
cenw-"' The apparently muddled and unsyseernatic Beatus map in Bark also belongs
to this group, showing the ancient rivers with Paradise shaped like an octopus."8
This short account of the changing role of Eve in Paradise on successive Beatus maps
shows the cartographers' efforts to transfer the changing contemporary perception of
Eve into pictures, moddying what appeared on previous maps to accord with this. In
these maps Eve's change of role, from a visually almost equal partner at the start: to
someone who in the end is openly accused by Adam for f l o u t . divine command, is
especially striking.
We have seen that the Hereford map portrays Paradise with Adam and Eve in W O
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consecutive phases (figs la, 1
Fkst is the temptation in a Paradise that is separated
from the world by a wall and a moat. The serpent coils around fie tree of howledge
positioned in the centre of Eden and, pushing its head towards Eve, passes her the
forbidden fruit while Adam, standing behind Eve, is already biring into his apple. From
the roots of the central tree rise the four rivers of Paradise: Euphrates, Tigris,Nile
('6ianY),
and Indus ('Phison'). The second phase is outside Paradise, on the right below
the tower-likegate, and shows the expulsion: the a n ~ l holding
,
a raised sword in
his right hand, with his Ieft hand pushes the sinful couple out of Eden. The t m , 'The
expulsion of Adam and Eve', written above them, as they both sag under the new
burden, is a sufficient comment on the
The message seems obvious. The two
expellees forfeited their right to return to Paradise and have to do penance with their
descendants. EIoweveg what is not depicted is the theologians%&er interpretation
that the sinful woman has to obey the man in the future to regain the lost salvation by
subordination.
Iconography is exceptionallyworked out in the Hereford map with its encydopaedic
variev of motifs that reflect divine will, For example, the theme of female disobedience
is picked up again in the ilIustration of Lot's anonymous wife: according to the book
of Genesis she looked back at Sodom and Gamorrah and turned into a pillar of salt for
h i s forbidden glaxl~e.~'
The acme is shown on the map with the words 'Lot's wife,
turned into a rock of salt' (fig. 5).3a This motif had already appeared in contemporary
travel repom. In x x72-73 Benjamin of Tudda, a Jew who travelled to Palestine in I x 68
and X X 69, wrote in his Book of Trmels, based on his diary, about the view from the
Mount of Olives to the sea of Sodom - the Dead Sea - close to which the pi1la.r of salt
that had been Lot's wife was supposed to have stood: 'and the sheep and goats lick at
heq but she grows again and is just as she was before"33Female refractoriness and
continuing punishment could not have been better exemplified. Though nor a11
travellers were aviIIing to believe in the continued existence of Lot's wife in the desert
area surrounding t h e Dead Sea, they at least mentioned her. Here Petachja of
Regensburg comes to mind in telling his readers of his personal doubts some ten years
Again the Dominican Bwchard of Mount Zion, after many years in Palestine,
mentioned in his detailed and widely read Desmiption of the Holy h n d that this was
one of the
to invesrigate in Saracen territ0ry.3~
Despite these uncertainties at least WO English cartographers decided to mark the
site on their maps: tJle author of the Hereford map arid att thew Paris, a monk from
the Benedictine abbey of St Albans in Hertfordshire, who marked on his mid-thirteenthcentury map of Palestine, now at Oxford, most of the places mentioned by Benjamin.
Among those is 'Lot's wife' as a '~ilIarof salt', portrayed in woman's shape on a hill
dose to Sodom and Gomorrah and not far from the crusader fortress of Kerak on the
other side of the Dead ~ea.3'Both maps probably provided information for p i I ~ m .
*This is obvious for Matthew Paris's map of Palestine, but it was no less true of the
graphic eschatology of the Hereford map that might serve exceptionally well as the
centre of a triptych adorning the church.37The map might have decorated the wall that
numerous pilgrims passed when they visited the chapel with the shrine of n o m a s
Cantilupe, Bishop of Hereford from 1275 to 1282,who was canonizedin 1320.'"~~
can easily imagine he pilgrims first going past this encyclopaedic instruction on the
transience of earthly existence, before entering the chapel of the saint in due humiliV=

Fig. 5 . Lurk w i e on the Hcreiord map.

Expressing longing for the lost Paradise and reminding people of human disobedience
could not have been done in a mote propagandist way.
There was only limited space on the maps far any expression of individuality by
the mapmaker, so she artists rarely departed from the norms of the biblical tradition
concerning women. Mostly they concentrated on the portrayal of Paradise with Adam
and Eve. However, the images seldom represent a one-sided accusation, oh the warnan.
The large Garden of Eden on the Ebsrorf world map shows the fall from grace in detail,
hut the white-haired Adam and the firunerte Eve stand almost as equal partners on each
side of the tree in fruit (fig. h ) . A snake coils around the tree-trunk and its human head
close to Eve\ gives the tmpression that the serpent i s whispering evil to her. Both
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F~R.6. Adam and Ere in rhe Garden of Eden on the Ebstorf map.
Ehstorf, Klosrer Ehsrorf (facsirnlle).

pamers have a red fruit in their hands. so that this portrayal emphasizes not the
forbidden picking of the fruit hut rather the two harmoniously eating it. The joint deed
of Adam and Eve is reflected in the accompanying text above Paradise that only tells of
the serpent's deception of the couple and does not even hint a t Eve's leading role in the
fall from grace.'"
Paradise was a standard theme of medieval maps. Howeveb in its representation on
different maps we see differing perceptions of gender roles. Among the three Jerusalemcentred maps of the thirteenth century the London Psalter map is an exception. Here,
Paradise is adorned with the faces of Elias and Enoch. whose piety, according to old
Christian beliefs, was rewarded hy admissron to Edet~.~"
Another new element is a fifth
river, the Gangs, flowing horn Paradise. The thirteenth century marked the peak of
these varying representations of Paradise on maps and in the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries Paradise appears uniformly on maps as a fortified and thus inaccessible
Gothic castle. Nevertheless, the traditional portrayal of Adam and Eve after the fall
from grace, with the serpent coiling around a central tree. still appears on the oval
world map which was drawn at Evesham A h k y probably between r !go and 1392 and
which may have been displayed on rhe wall behind the altar thete.'?aradise, on this
map in a frame like the artistically carved back of a throne, simultaneously spmho[izes
the beginnine and the end of human rime, for it is shown as the place where the fall
from grace occurred and where the Last Judgement will take place.
Otherwise, the Creation and biblical themes were now usually transferred to accom-

pallying texts which offered more opportunities for comment and explanation. There
is a lot of text, for exampIe, on the h s t opening of the Catalan Atlas of X 3 75. Here, the
story is told of Isaac's wife Rebecca, who induced her favourite son Jacob to cheat his
brother Esau out of the paternal blessing; she is described in the text: as 'a depraved
woman, malicious and sluttish'.4"But accusations me this were rare and they had little
effect on cartographers, who, in the late Middle Ages, became more and more cautious
in illustrating biblical stories and looked rather for new motifs.
FIXMauro from San Michele in Isola introduced an innovation which excluded the
Gaxden of Edm from his worId map, placing it instead as an inset in a corner between
the central circle of the world and the square frame.43It is striking how complex
and erudite his notion of Eden is. Paradise, after the fall from grace unattainable by
mankind, is surrounded by a large wall and the tree of knowledge is growing in its
centre.Turned towards the world, Eve stands almost hidden behind Adam next to the
tree, and hey both have heir arms crossed over their chests as though frightened or
ashamed. The other side of the tree is dominated by a figure representing God. T h e
angel guards rhe entfance to Paradise, and the waters originating in the spring of life
under the tree flow beneath his feet into the four rivers of Paradise Ganges, Tigris,
Euphrates, Nile - to irrigate the
All this is described in a long accompanying
text which, referring to St Augustine, Albertus Magnus, and Bede, reminds us ody of
the disobedience of Adarn, who brought about his expulsion from Paradise by eating
the fruit. Cttriously, Eve's part in the expulsion is not mentioned at alh clearly, despite
her sin, the woman was no longer relevant and was &us ignoredm4'
At the same time, mapmakers Iiked to take account of the needs of pilgrims. They
had long depicted graves of Christian saints which became the sites of important
monasteries and which could be easily identified kom travel reports. These dominated
some regions on the maps, serving as a kind of orientation forpilgrims. Both female and
male saints appear in similar soles. Fra Mauro showed on his map the grave of St
Bridget in Norway, and the Genoese world map of 1457has a picture of the monastery
on Mount Sinai - which, however, was no innovation of the fhenth century, for it
appears too, with the words 'Here is the body of Catherine, virgin" on the fourtb
opening of the Catalan Atlas (fig. 7). The monastery was visited by many pilgrims to
the Holy Land and is described in many travel accounts.46But apart from Catherhe's
virginity no peculiarities of gender are mentioned. h this context, male and fern&
sainrs appear indifferently.

-

HISTORICAL AND MYTHICAL WOMEN

The historical and mythical women who appear on medieval maps owe much to
classical texts and legends that were reflected and commented upon hreports of travels
to the Near East and south-western Asia. Cartographers found a place for famous
women with outstanding achievements in their view of the world, just as they included
great men, as we11 as exciting fantasies of women from childhood dreams and continents and islands personified as women. They liked to banish legends and myths tQ
the borderlines of knowledge, that is to northern Europe, Asia, and Africa, and they
carefully evaluated the beasts and strange creatures that came to their notice before
pIacing them on their maps as symbols of the alien and unknown.
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Fig. 7. The Holy Land and the convent of St Catherine on the Catalan atlas, 1375.
RnF, ms. esp. 30, fourth opening.
Some famous women adorned maps of the world between the [ate thirteenth century
and the fifteenth. The legendary Queen of Sheba dominates the south Arabian province
'Arabia Sabha' on the fifth opening of the Catalan Atlas (fig. R). The accompanyingtext
praises the province's pervasive scent of incense and myrrh and irs abundance of gold,
silver, and precious stones.'- The splendid image of the queen is as large and as lavish
as those of other rulers o n the map. While the Kings of Persia and India rest on cushions
with rheir legs crossed, the Queen of Sheba sirs enthroned in an almost European way
and holds a globe. Two centuries earlier, on his mappamundi now at Wolfenbiittel,
Lambert of Saint-Omer had dispensed with any illustration to show where the queen
came from, simply writing "aha ~ t h i o ~ i e ' . "Not
' until the fifreenth century did any
world map question the existence of the famous queen. The sceptical Era Mauro

prudentlv placed her, without a p i a r e , in the Jerusalem of the age of Solomon, but at
the same time expressed his doubts with the comments 'it is said' and, elsewhere, 'l
cannot confirm this."'
Besides biblical queens, holy female rulers had, so to speak, a double claim for
inclusion on a map. In the first edition of rhe Rudimentrcm Noviciorum, a world
, early and still very rudimenrary woodcut of a world
chronicle of 147 7 from L ~ h k an
map oriented to ;he East shows a praying woman with a crown close to Nicomedia, the
old capital of Bithmia on the south-eastern rim of Europe. unlike rhe many kings in
Europe, she is portrayed as a full-length figure and without a sceprre; the Pope in Rome
is the only other figure on the map also shown full-length. This woman is probably
Helens, the mother of Constantine the Grear.'" Her place of birth was supposed to be
the town of Drepanon in Bithynja that was elevated to city stams by Constantine with
the new name Helenopolir; ir lay on the south shore of the ~ u l of
f A J ~ P ~ OLate
J . in life

Fig. X. Queen uf Shcha on the Catalan arias, 1375. RoF, ms. esp. 30, fifrh openlng.

her piety led Helena to go on pilgrimage to the Holy Land, where she was supposed not
only to have promoted the building of churches but to have helped in finding rhe true
Cross as well. This is why, on the map, Helena looks towards the large cross sranding
in front of rhe Pope. Female greatness and piety could not have been better displayed
on a map.
Though research has seldom pointed to this, cartographers again and again showed
the achievements of great women just as they showed those of important men. The
Ebstorf world map emphasizes the praiseworthy effort of Semiramis, Queen of Assyria,
to enlarge the massive city wall of Babylon, but, interestingly, the hanging gardens that
are usually attributed to her are not even mentioned." Certainly the late-medieval
approach to his to^ did not attain modern standards. Fra Mauso correctly saw the
Lomhards, wha invaded Italv from Pannonia and conquered large parts of the
peninsula, as coming from Scandinavia. What fascinated him, however, was rhe role
plaved by rhe perfidious Sophia, wife of Justin IT, the eastern emperor; allegedly it was
her intrigues that brought about the dismissal of the commander and eunuch Narses
from Italy in 567.'' Despite his critical approach, Fra Mauro did not manage to
integrate women on equal terms into his concept of the world, nor did he succeed in
honouring their achievements in the same way as those of male rulers like Tamerlane
and Alexander.

Unlike mosr other cartographers, who were less critical in their approach, Fra Mauro
did not like mysterious creatures belonging to the realm of fantasy, like the mermaids
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Fig. 9. Sphinx on the Hertford map.

or sirens that dwelt in unknown means o n earlier maps. The author of the Ebstarf map,
for example, used small remote Atlantic islands in the far north of Europe to bring
sirens into his world picture." On the Hereford map she mermaid was drawn in the
eastern Mediterranean close to the Greek island of Naxos (fig. z), while the bizarre
sphinx with its strange conbination of a girl's head wearing a helmet, the wings of
a feathered bird, talons, and a septjIe's tail (fig.g) was co be found in the unknown
expanse of Africa.
The Catalan Atlas is the first map to show hybrid creatures in rhe Indian Ocean
(fig-101.Here, west of Sumatra, the Tabrobana of classical writers, we see a sarena with
a sexually suggestive divided rail (in contrast to the simple tail of the siren on the
Hereford map). The upper parr of her body is that o f a long-haired, desirable woman,
but the cartographer had only limited success in ~ortrayingher beauty." In the text
above the illustration the author distinguishes two kinds of siren: both have a woman's
upper body, but they orherwise look like either a fish ar a bird." The impressive siren
on the Cenoese map is also shown in
Indian Ocean; it ir an enormOUs Creamre with
a wornan? head and a fish*%
hody covered with spines, but the illusnad~fldiffers
somewhat from tfie accompanying text, which is adapted from Pliny.'"Iearl~, sirens
on maps were kept on the outermost border of rhc known worId, a line h a t moved with

Fig.

10.Ssrena

in the Indian Ocean on the Catalan atlas, r 3 j r
RnF, ms. esp. 30, s~mhopening.

increasing knowledge further into the depths of Asia, Africa, and the Indian Ocean.
Only on the Hereford map, astonishingly at this early stage of mapmaking, are the
headless Rlemmyes, living on the southern rim of the earth, already portrayed in
explicitly female or male form. This contrasts with the usual sexlessness of the people
shown in the outermost pans of the world."
What led cartographers to include mythical creatures like these in their maps? Were
they inspired hy their myscerious fairy-tale heaury or by the erotic effect of imaginary
seductresses? Did these women function as an allegory of pernicious female lust or did
rhey represent adventure in the enticing expanse of the worId?" These ambiguous
crearures appear on world maps in an unobtrusive manner and without a moralizing
message. By inserting them into rheir maps, canoffsapherswere trying to bring to life
dangerous and unknown parts of the world which peopIe looked at longingly despite
the possible hazards of getting there. How observers of a map read the function and che
significance of such a creature depended on their own imagination.
The common hahit of endowing islands, countries, and continents with feminine
personificacions offered similar opportunities for interpretation. According ro rhe
Ehstorf map, the name Corsica derives from a woman named Corsa, and Libya from a
niece of Jupiter who once ruled Africa, while Asia is named after a woman who ruled
the continent in ancient rimes." On this map, as in the works of Homer and Isidore of
Seville, the name of Eumpe is traced back to King Agenor's daughter who was abducted
by Jupireth" Fra Mauro alone gives a different explanation of the name Europe,
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deriving it from a king c d e d Europo, but all the same he mentions the possible female
origin as well, leaving the choice to the reader of .the map.6xIdiosyncratic delinidons
were clearly part of his personal style: at another point on his map he derives the name
of~ngland,'insula Anglia', from a fictitious queen named Angeha6'
All these examples illustrate the cartographers' tendency to derive names of islands
and continents from those of mythical, historical, or fictitious women - and this long
before the New World was discovered. Did the new 'virgin' land hen also require a
female name? There has been a Iong tradition of attributing female names to foreign
regions. The Greeks and Romans personified cities, provinces, and continem as
women, having regard to the universal adaptability of womankind. Aaists of the late
Middle Ages consistently attributed female bodies to Europe a d the other conrinenrs.
This happened at the latest by 1334 when Opicinus de Canistris (born in 1296,died
between r g 5 0 and r 3 p),
a cIerk of the papal Curia at Avignon, produced a manuscript
that included twenty-five symbolic maps among fifty-twoillustrations.In some of these
strange maps he showed Africa as the figure of a woman next to a hunchbacked man
named Europe whose head represents Spain and whose legs end in Italy and Greece;
combining these two parts of the world on these maps might be considered risquC
because the right ear of the old man rests at the opened mouth of the woman, a pose
often interpreted as an expression of sensuous desire and a symbol for obscene sinfulness:> But it is the personification of a continent as a woman that is impomnt to our
theme, the subtIe overlapping of the kmaIe body and the geographical region. The
cartographers of the sixteenth century continued to identify continents with women in
their geographic concept of a 'Queen of Europe', as we see in maps by J o h a n a Puts&,
Matthias Quad, and Sebastian ~ i i n s t e r . ~ ~
F O R E I G N WOMEN AND FOREIGN CUSTOMS

The European view of sex and gender roles could be turned completely upside down in
foreign regions,and the reports of travellers who had been to Asia inspired mapmakers
to i1lustrare foreign women and their customs in texts and images. In this, rhek
understanding of female spheres of activity clashed with what now emerged of the
geographical, cultural, and physical experience of the unknown. This resulted in a
v a p e and confused concept of a changed, sometimes even reversed, order of gender
roles arising from cultural differences. Attitudes were less clear-cut than they were
later in the New World, where colonization seems to have consisted in male sexual
dominance in the conquest of a 'virgin' continent.''
For example, we can see the women of the PsyIli, on the southern rim of Africa, as
representatives of the female Other in medieval cartography. The mm of rhis race tested
their wives' faithfulness and the legitimacy of their offspring by exposing the new-born
children to the verdict. of snakes which decided on life or
This strange test
of faithfulness is depicted on the Aslake map in the second or third quarter of the
fourteenth century." But the seemingly mange and exotic test of the Psylli dearly
d~monstratedEuropean virlxes - female faithfulness and legitimate birth - in a distant
part of Africa, and this appealed to European mapmakers. In the oldest French version
of John Mandeville's TmveIs it is explained in even more detail that only children of
legitimate parentage were not bitten by the snakes.' This scene is pomaycd on the

Hereford map in masterly fashion: the frightened mother, meek and self-absorbed in a
posture almost of prayeq sees how her child, still merrily holding up its hand, is clasped
by dangerous-looking and menacing snakes with long tongues, while the accompanying
text between the two figures comments on the scene. There is a similar picture on the
Ebstorf world map, where a mother, her child, and a snake illustrate the Ethiopian
people on the edge of the worId, while the text, adapted from Solinus and Pliny,
describes how those fathered and born legitimatelyare immune to snakes' poison.69The
alternative worlds of the mapmakers could thus show strange ways of maintaining
standards of morality that were Christian and European.
The ruIing women shown on the Hereford map in India, 'Pandea, a people of Yndia
d e d by women" represent the type of foreign womanhood that most strikingly
violated European norms (fig, j)." European observers, and the aurhors of several
other world maps, were particularly interested in these dominating women in the Far
East, close to Paradise, who were seen as masculine in character. The author of the
Ebstorf map included the same nation ruled by women when he portrayed what he
called the Pangea.7' In early Christian literature becoming man-like represented a move
towards moral and intellectual perfection. Accordixlg to Christian anthropology a
woman that became male could even rise to become a model man, whereas a man who
turned into a woman unmistakably symbolized moral deteriorati~n.~
The spatial
proximity to Paradise of these ruling women in the two large world maps could thus
hint at the transcendent nature of earthly gender in achieving salvation.
However, since classical antiquity these mascuIine or man-like women had simultaneously been both fascinating ideals and frightening curiosities. The Amazons that
were referred to in such varied ways during the Middle Ages are the best example to
appear on maps of this contradictory perceptior1.7~
lsidore of Seville pointed the way by
referring to this old legend in his Ety~zologies.~~
But the murderous Amazons living
in an inaccessible region were seen not only as a relic of times long gone; they were
included in medievaI maps as the fantasized personification of a deep conflict stemming
from the alien, from the Other that was difficultto understand, from the dangers arising
from culwal clashes, and from processes of cultural a~similation.~'Cartographers
expressed this by placing Amazons on the periphery of the known world. The European
order was turned upside down in this area, the frontier zone between the Christian
realms of the west and the undiscovered non-Christian expanse of Asia. It was the
border bemem the known world and the rest. It appeared on maps in some such form
as 'Region of the Amazons' on the twelfth-century Isidore map a t Munich, 'Province
of the Amazons' on the world map by Lambert of Saint-Omw, or simply 'Arnazonia'
on the Sawley map, which bears more than two hundred place-names and other
in~cri~tions.7~
A mythical srate, 'Aviazonna', completely ruled by women,still appears
on the Evesham map of the late fourteenth century.77
Cartographers used the territorial location of the Orher to separate their own world
from anything that was alien or unknown. They devised a counter-world to assure their
own position in the world, but rather than draw separate territories or regions on their
maps they used personal concepts like the Amazons to differentiate the Other fromthe
known world. The Psalter map has the short text 'Here the Amazons dwell'.7gOn the
Ebstorf map there are two entries: a text on pugnacious women on the northern border
between Asia and Europe close to the Ca~casus,'~and a picture of two armed queens
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Fig.

t I.

Thr arrncd Queens Marpesin and Lampera on the Ehstorf map.
Ebsforf, Kloster Ehstosf (facsimile).

named Marpesia and Lampeta next to a bardemented tower in Asia (fig. rl).'" These
figures wear helmets and carry shields, and one holds a sword, the other a pike, while
the accompanying text describes rhem as stunningly hautiful women but also as
experienced warriors who fight like men; it was also said chat they ruthlessly killed their
new-horn sons and sacrificed their right breasts, curting them out t o improve their
archery. These women were said to live in Themiskyra, a strongly fortified town shown
on the map isolared inside the circle of rhe 'Lacus Cirnericus', probably the Sea of
Azov.'' Their terrifying equipment even became a standard for comparison: according
to a tern on India, wslnen under Christ's face. fig-trees grew so big that their [eaves
reached the size ofthe Amazons' shields, and this may he why a gigantic mee is drawn
above the two queens,x' Nevertheless, both figures are unquestionably shown as
women, and their long hair and gathered skirts con trasr charrninglv with their kneelength coats of mail and, at the same time, stress a foreign but yet, to some extent,
familiar femininity. Their dajny beauts could hint a t a courtly lifestyle were it not for
the description of their ferocity and rheis rnilitau appearance."
Obviously-, women could make their mark only if they hid their sex with a behaviour
usually attributed to men, demonstrating strength and bravery, and this behaviour was
often linked to mutilation of the fernale body. Did the loss of one breast particularly
enable a woman t o perform men's tasks? On medieval maps, differences in customs and
traditions often related to hodiIv .charaaeristics. Ranuff Higden mentioned on his midfourteenth-century map that the lack ofa right breast was a panicular characteristic
of the Amazons of Asia, besides their manly style of fighting." He also deptcred the

Fig,

I 2. Amazons

named on she world map hy tlndreas Walsperger, 1448.
BAv, ms. Pal. lat. I 3 6 2 8.

hermaphrodites, creatures each of both sexes, who, according to Plinp and Isidore, had
the same defect.'Wn the Hereford map, creatures that are both male and female are
among the peoples living at the edge of the world; they appear in Ethopia, not far from
the Psylli, but without any detailed account of their bodily characteristics.'"
In spire of gowing scepticism, Amazons conrinued to appear on rnappaemundi until
the fifteenth century. The Borgia map places Amazons in the nonh-east and counted
them among famous women, reminding the reader particularly of Penthesilea, a female
warrior who appears in every rned~eval story about the Trojan war.'- Andreas
Walsperger placed the Amazons on his map in their own area of Asia ('Region of
Amazon women');" he included no picture, but inserted a short text halfway between
Jerusalem and Paradise (Cig. 12). He also included another even more spectacular type
of woman in his map: bearded women who lived on a peninsula in the Indian Ocean.
He might have learnt about them not only from classical writers but also from the work
of Adam of Rremen, Archbishop of Hamburg, who wrote on history and who was
inrerested in ethnography," Even Fra Mauro could not help marking a Tmvince of the
Amazons' despite his general scepticism, though it was admittedly drawn rather small.""
A 'Region of women' i s still illustrated in the CataIan Atlas as an isolated island empire
on *IIlaJana',that is, Sri Lanka (fig. 13 1. Here, a long-haired female ruler sits enthroned,
hut only rhe outsized sword in her right hand reminds us ofan Amazon queen; otherwise she appears in rhe medieval European style with a golden crown on her head and
an orb in her left hand, wearing a splendid blue and red garhered robe."
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Fig. 1 3 . Queen of llla Jana on the Caralan atlas, r 375.
RnF, ms. esp. 30, sixth opnrng.

The concept of a land of the Amazons, or ruled by women, that reverses the cultural
and social gender roles of Europe appears on almost all medieval world maps drawn
between the twelfth century and the fifteenth. The female rulers' clothes, weapons, and
insignia of government were adapted to contemporary European styles. The women
warriors were at last transferred ra south America en sixteenth-century maps and here
they represented the growing threat of the Other to the European order. An example is
the map of r 599 by Theodor de Bry, a Calvinist citizen of Frankfurt and copperplate
engraver; he associated the name of the River Amazon with the Amazon tribe, a people
of women who live with men only for one month a year to keep the tribe from
extinction.4'
The struggle of native women against the European conquerors is thought to explain
the Amazons' transfer to south America on world maps." Earlier, cartographers had
moved the Amazans further and further to the north of Europe to link them with the
cruel and barbaric peoples there. Next they moved them to the Asian steppe or rhe
African continent hfare finally placing them on the banks of the: River Amazon. Other
hideous creatures that were first placed in India underwent similar migrati~ns.'~
Where
the Amazons and other strange beings were placed on the maps depended on contemporary knowledge, travellers' accounts, or the literary tradition that had brought them
into existence. Amazons probably appeared on maps because travellers noted wirh
astonishment the phenomenon of w o m e n warriors that they firsr came upon when they
met Mongolians in cenrral Asia. Their strong-minded women took parr in battle and

amazed European observers with their horsemanship and their skills in
Gaspar de Carvajal, who took part in an expedition along the River Amazon in rj4z,
gave similar reports from south America when he described a skirnish with ferocious
w o ~ n e nWe
. ~ ~thus see that reported personal experience might we11 determine where
the Amazons were pIaced on maps.
The myth of the Amazons aIso contributed to the fear that independent women Iived
apart horn the civilized world, especially on some lonely island in the Indian Ocean.
Ranulf Hiden, who portrayed women living on their own on the island of G o r g a d e ~ , ~ ~
did not explain how these women reproduced, but later cartographers tried to answer
this question. Fra Mauro described how men and women lived separated from each
other on the islands in the Indian Ocean, but lived together for thee months each yeat98
Europeans were astonished and fascinated by this combination of womanliness and
independence that reversed the patriarchal European order they were accustomed to,
and on their maps they placed these women, whom they regarded as odd and strange,
in regions on the constantly changing frontiers of their world.
The mapmakers' imaginative examination of foreign realms dominated by women
included also forms of giving birth that were strange to male cartographers in a double
sense, being alien both to their gender and to their culture. The enormous power
that women wield in human reproduction may have stimulated male thinking and
perception, and may explain why mapmakers so often described different attitudes
towards giving birth and the age when women. reached reproductive maturity in
different cultures. Their most remarkable idea was the almost unlimited fertility chat
they attributed to the women of certain peoples. h p i r e d by Pliny's Na&ral History and
the Collections of Memorable Things by Gaius Julius Solinus, based on Pliny's work,
Ranulf Higden and the unknown author of the Ebsrorf map both reported a tribe on
the border of Africa and Asia where the women gave birth to their children at the age
of five and died at. the age of seven or
The birth of children, which usually took place in private, hidden from the public
and especially from male observers, is hardly ever shown on maps. However, on the
third opening of the Cadan Atlas the author wrote a long text beside Ireland referring
to an old custom of taking pregnant women away from the island just before giving
bid.'" The idea of secluding the mother before the child is born separates birth from
daily life and shows it as a female affait On the maps birth appears as a dosed-off
female domain, falling outside the control of peopIe horn the particular community and
without male protection of the new-born child and its rnothe~*~'l
The common belief
that women who had just given birth were dangerous underlay this exclusion of
expectant mothers, common to dmosr every ancient culture. Exclusion ended only after
a long transitional. period and a ritual ceremony of readmittance to reintegrare the
young mother into society. But the idea of totally isolating pregnant women on another
island flies in the face of Europeans' belief that expect-ant and young mothers needed
special protection.
Tales like this reflected a world of matriarchal power and female independence.
Another example is the matriarchy of the Garamantes, described by Solinus and placed
on the Ebstorf map in Libya, next to the peoples living on the edges of the world and
close to the wild animals of Africa. It was supposed that children here revered their
mothers and not their fathers.'"" At a similar location in southern Africa the author of
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the Borgia

showed wild women giving birth close to Abihdaba1, king of the hedogheaded people, the Cynocephali, without their husbands being present.'"' rn European
eyes such an e-a~rdinar~ society, in which people violated all civilized norms,
exist only in rhe m e m e hear of Africa,
Male cartogaphers Were more at ease h examining marriage customs hat differed
a lot from region to region, and they offered very varied interpretatiom of what they
described. According re the Genoese world map of 1457the sinful and dim men of
Java lived polygamousIy with as many women as they liked, whereas people in the rich
provhce of south China ('Macha') lived monogam~usly.'~
It followed that the number
of wives was evidently a measure of how developed and civilized a society was: a
monogamous society congruous with European standards was judged superior to
others. But mapmakers did not always follow such a strict programme of rnmoral
standards. The Benedictine monk Matthew Paris is an example. On one of his Palestine
maps he saw polygamy as a sign of great prosperity, referring to rich traders who
travelled from Acre to Damascus through Bedouin territory and who possessed not
only goid, silver, silk, spices, horses, oil, almonds, figs, and sugar but also as many wives
asstheycould maintain.'D5Here we see clearly the antagonism between the longing for
sexual pleasures and Christian moral constraints.
Travellers to Asia and the mapmakers who drew on their repom were especially
impressed by the practice of suttee: widows had to follow their deceased husbands
to their deaths in a prescribed ritual that was publicly sanctioned and accepted by
~ociety.'"~This custom, based on a particular belief concerning life after death, was
already known in classical antiquity. This sex-specific ritual was most widespread in
India, and medieval travellers like Ibn Battuta, Marco Polo, Odoricus de Pordenone,
and Nicolb dej Conti reported it eagerly,107The voluntary burning of women especially
from the warrior caste could be interpreted either as a symbol of totaI submission even
after death or as heroic steadfastness and resolution on the part of the wife. Differing
interpretations thus Ied people either to hero-worship these women or to view them as
the unrestricted possession of the husband who alone could demand their company
after death.
The cremation of a deceased husband is shown strikingly in the Catalasl Atlas
(fig. 14). The old man's corpse lies curled up in a kind of basin looking like a baptismal
font; next to it three musicians are playing merrily on a lyre, a viola, and a flute while
a bearded guardian lights the fire. The accompanying text describes the re1atives"ief
and mentions that sometimes widows even ~Iungedinto the flames whereas husbands
never followed their deceased wives.x0sThis vivid picture conflates two passages from
the book of Marco Polo.'opThe first describes a cremation ceremony axompanied by
music on the edge of the Gobi Desert in central Mongolia, and the second describes the
suttee ritual he absenred in ~ a v e l l h gthrough Maabar ~rovincein hdia. Marco P O ~ O
reported that people
sutfees and despised and insulted women who refused to
follow heir husbands in death. The authors of travel reports roba ably collected this
kind of information from local people who accepted and idealized this custom, but the
Franciscan fria Odoricw de Pordenone and the Venetian trader and traveller Nicolb
de' Conti began u, question this macabre rite, recognizing the social Presswe bd~ind
it."" Over the years,
began to transfer these more sophisticated views
to their world maps, and the mid-fifteenth-century Genaese map h i n ~
at the social
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constraints underlying the Indian ritual."' However, the statements are short, factual,
and non-judgemental, though certainly only a well-informed and well-read observer
could in fact have formed a proper judgement.
This way of adapting reports also affected other fantastic tales thar reversed, altered,
or sometimes simply confirmed European views on the relationship between the sexes.
The fountain that turned men into women, shown on the Ebstorf map, is characteristic
of the arnbiguiry of many entries on maps."' On one hand it symbolizes the early
Christian belief in moral decline and the growing distance from salvation, but on the
other it could have a positive connotation because of the many strong-willed women
whom we are called upon to admire on world maps. Cultural differences were drawn
upon to confront strict European moral standards with an ambiguous and open
counter-world in which a lack of civilization, physical ugliness, and barbaric customs
were linked to women possessed of male characteristics such as courage, independence,
and intelligence. The myth of wild femininity served a double purpose. Besides showing
wildness as both good and evil, what people feared but nevertheless envied, cartographers began to portray rhe other sex as free from conventions and constraints:
women living in rhe unknown world beyond the borders of western civilizarion could
adopt male duties, male responsibilities, and male behaviour without disturbing the
European order in the matter of gender roles.
Cartographers mostly used ancient sources for what they put on their maps, and
thereby introduced mnrifs that offered a variety of interpretations. It was against this
background chat they sometimes felr obliged to introduce material from more original
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sources and to include more recent: reports of women and of the places they lived in.
Nevertheless, they deliberately emphasized certain aspects of these reportq new themes
were added from the late thirteenth century to the fifteenth,and, in the course of time,
the mapmakers raised more and more doubts over long-accepted traditions and
interpretations.
CONCLUSION

Finally I should like to examine the various principles medieval cartographers followed
in chooshg what to put on their maps and how they dealt with rhe information at rhek
disposal about biblical, mythical, and foreign women. We must look for the motifs
they used when w o r h g on their paradoxical pictures that mixed fantasy, rnph, and
faa; space on maps was limited, and therefore the authors had to decide what was
most important and what, thus, had to be induded. Old traditions and new empirical
knowledge had to be weighed up against each other. The resdts can be summed up in
four statements.
First, femininity in medieval cartography focused on a relatively small number of
themes that were deliberately chosen. Besides Eve in Paradise and some female saints,
texts and images on the world maps presented pseudo-historical queens, siren-like
fabulous creatures, and women rulers and warriors who resembled men. In addition,
cartographers dealt with matriarchy, fmaIe subordination, birth, and marriage
customs. They took their central themes from biblical, classical, or early Christian
traditions that could be individually used, but they paid little attention to the reports
and misogynistic opinions of medieval writers. Authors relied on authoritative motifs
like Lot's wife or the suttee ritual because their meaning could be easily linked to
everyday contacts. Nevertheless, empirical travel reports were seldom preferred to old
traditions that survived even in rhe face of new knowledge.
Second, cartographers selected their themes mainly from traditions and concepts
that were deeply rooted in their society. They rarely included or commented on anthropological information. Space was limited and mapmakers were thus restricted to short
and not very complex sentences. Often these were indirect quotations which the
cartographers could seldom alter to express their own opinions.
Third, this was why cartographers preferred morifs that were open to interpretation
and did not need to be put in concrete terms in the accompanying texts. Biblical and
classical concepts as we11 as contempotary travel reports could thus be used in many
different ways. They served not only to broaden the geographical and ethnographical
knowledge of western readers but also reflected western Christian ideas of order and
moral standards. They expressed people's longing for h e unknown and also served as
a starting point for European self-interpretation. The fact that illustrations and texts
were t o a large extent open to interpretation helped to emphasize the antagonism of
biblical, mythical, and foreign women and to stimulate the imagination of contemporary observers.
Fourth, there was no single line of development. cartographers depined Eve in
Paradise and the myth of pugnacious Amazons together on maps. Graves of female
saints appeared along with the Indian suttee ritual. everth he less, certain aspects can be
stressed. Early maps accepted women only in a biblical context, but maps from the later

Middle Ages show a much broader spectrum of themes. Here, the mapmakers drew
more from classical antiquity and used many more classical motifs for texts and images.
Finally, cartographers of the fifteenth century began ra question tradition. Pictures
became less sigdicant and narrative texts grew in importance. This is equalIy true for
biblical, mythical, and foreign women.
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